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ABSTRACT
In a token economy level system, as an individual progresses from one task level to the next,
there is an increase in the demand of tasks and an increase in the magnitude of reinforcers
earned. The motivation for the individual in level systems stems from the increasing of value of
reinforcers earned at each level. In this study a level system in concordance with an extinction
procedure for aggressive behaviors was employed as a behavioral intervention. In this singlesubject design study, a 5-year-old boy with autism was observed across a variety of 15 minute
teaching sessions, implementing synchronously, the reinforcement for task compliant behaviors
and extinction for aggressive behavior. Based upon a prior behavioral function analysis, it was
hypothesized that, as a function of the intervention, compliance behaviors would increase, and
the frequency of aggressive behaviors will decrease. Overall, the intervention was a success. Ontask compliance behaviors increased, response latency for on-task behaviors were faster, and
aggressive behaviors decreased to 0 levels. These results are further evidence of theoretical and
practical importance for the use of a token economy level system.
KEYWORDS: levels system, token economy, autism, applied behavior analysis, extinction,
aggression, task compliance
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INTRODUCTION

In a token economy, a neutral stimulus (token) is awarded to an individual for a series of
target behaviors. These tokens are paired with a variety of reinforcers until the tokens themselves
become reinforcing; the tokens become secondary reinforcers (Doll, Mclaughlin, & Barretto,
2013). From there, an individual can trade in the tokens for a series of reinforcers including
tangibles, edibles, or activities. The purpose of this introduction is to (1) provide a brief review
of token economies; (2) describe a levels system token economy; and (3) to describe and provide
a rationale for a functional analysis (FA).

Token Economies
Token economies are a malleable intervention; they have been used for many different
target behaviors including compliance (Wilder, Harris, Reagan, & Rasey, 2007), and aggressive
behaviors. LePage (1999) conducted a study assessing the effectiveness of a token economy on
injuries and negative events in a psychiatric unit. He found a reduction in aggressive behavior
and injuries resulting from it after the implementation of a token economy system. More
recently, Glowacki, Warner, and White, (2016) conducted a literature review evaluating studies
implementing token economies to reduce aggressive behaviors in psychiatric inpatient units.
They found token economies to be effective interventions to reduce aggressive behaviors along
with a plethora of other negative behaviors.
Token economies have also been effective with a variety of individuals including
psychiatric patients, (LePage et al., 2003) neurotypical children in a classroom setting (Filcheck,
Mcneil, Greco, & Bernard, 2004) and individuals with autism. Matson and Boisjoli (2009)
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conducted a review on token economies for children with autism, with 7 studies included in it.
Participants ranged in age from 2 to 15 years old. Settings included in the studies were a
development center, summer camp, group home, and school. Target behaviors were different in
each study; some examples were verbal and printing tasks, spontaneous questions, repetitive
speech, social interaction, food refusal, and attending to a task. Procedures such as continuous
reinforcement (FR1), differential reinforcement of other behavior (DRO) were implemented.
Overall, Matson and Boisjoli (2009) found positive evidence for the use of token economy
systems for increasing desired and decreasing undesired behaviors in children with autism.
No matter the individual, assessing their interests and preferences for potential
reinforcement can enhance an individualized token economy that will motivate the individual.
For example, creating tokens incorporating the perseverative interests of individuals with autism
have been proven to be slightly more effective than tokens not including perseverative interests.
Carnett et al., (2014) conducted an experiment assessing perseverative interest-based token
economies. They found using perseverative interest-based tokens (M = 5.7%, range 48-70%) was
slightly more effective than tokens that did not include perseverative interests (M = 45%, range
32-55%) and further bolstered research on the effectiveness of token economies for individuals
with autism.

Levels Systems Token Economy
There are different variations, or methods of implementing a token economy, including
levels systems. In levels systems, “different levels correspond to different degrees of participant
behavior” (Doll et al., 2013, p. 137). This means the increase in levels (criterion) moves
proportionately to the amount of participant behavior needed within the level. The person starts
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off at an initial level, and depending on successful performance and improvement of behavior,
are moved to a higher level (Kazdin, 1977). As one moves from one level to the next, there is an
increase in the demand of tasks and increase in the magnitude of reinforcers that can be earned.
The motivation for the individual in levels systems stems from the increasing of value of
reinforcers earned at each level. For example, Phillips, Phillips, Fixsen, and Wolf (1971)
employed a levels system to modify the behavior of pre-delinquent young boys in a behavior
modification treatment center. There were three levels to this system: the initial level, merit
system, and homeward-bound system. Tokens in the form of money could be earned for a variety
of behaviors. The tokens could then be traded in for a variety of privileges. Once an individual
achieved high levels of tokens earned over a few weeks’ time, they were moved to the merit
system where all privileges were free and social consequences were given for inappropriate
behavior. Tokens must still be earned at high rates during the merit system. If individuals were
successful at this level, they moved towards the homeward-bound level where the individuals
would start the transition back to their home (preparing them for what to expect outside of the
facility and spending more time outside of it) while still maintaining token earnings at higher
rates. The results from this study were very positive. Through the use of a reversal design, the
experimenters showed the levels system to be effective for the boys in the treatment center. More
tasks were completed, more money was saved, they were on time to meals, and they scored
higher on quizzes about the news.
One limitation, traditionally, of levels systems has been the lack of individualization,
(Scheuermann, Webber, Partin, & Knies, 1994) meaning most studies involving levels systems
use the same reinforcers across participants. This can be problematic in many ways. First, all
reinforcers (e.g., type and number) earned are the same for all participants. This does not take
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into account individual reinforcement differences and therefore motivation differences for an
individual to move from one level to the next. Secondly, promotion from one level to the next is
the same across all participants. Because of this, individual strengths and capabilities are not
taken in account. For example, an individual may not be capable of moving from one criterion to
the next. This could be due to a variety of factors including frequency of behavior required,
difficulty of the tasks, or the criteria is too much. This inhibits the individual from successfully
moving from one criterion to the next, which may cause more problem behavior and unfair
conditions placed on the individual. Lastly, group levels systems do not account for each
individuals’ functions of behavior. Each participant could have a different function for different
behaviors. This means some participants will engage in more problem behavior than others,
hindering their success with the levels system.
Given the lack of individualized reinforcers in levels systems, Hagopian et al., (2002)
conducted a study on individualized levels systems for four individuals with severe problem
behaviors. Their purpose was to appraise some of the legal and methodological issues raised by
Scheuermann et al., (1994). First, a functional analysis (FA) was conducted to determine the
functions of each participant’s problem behavior. In the second phase, they used the results from
the FA and paired choice preference assessments to create individualized levels systems for each
participant. In the last phase, experimenters researched generalization of the levels system by
expanding its use to all areas of the inpatient unit prior to discharge. After discharge, parents and
caregivers were trained to implement it outside of the inpatient center. Researchers found
significant decreases in problem behavior for all four participants. They also found effective
generalization across settings and caregivers were able to implement the levels systems with high
degrees of fidelity.
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A recent study on individualized levels systems was conducted by Randall, Lambert,
Matthews, and Houchins-Juarez (2018) to decrease aggressive behavior of a female child with
autism. This levels system contained two levels: red and green. While in green, the participant
was able to have access to all reinforcers determined by the FA stimulus (attention, escape,
tangible). When she engaged in aggression, she would transition to red. While in red, she only
had access to escape. In order to get back to green, she had to earn three check marks. She earned
a check mark (token) for every 10 seconds she did not engage in aggressive behavior. This levels
system was found to be effective for the individual, reducing her aggression to near 0.

Rationale for Conducting a Functional Analysis
A FA is a procedure in which individual are subjected to a variety of conditions in which
the antecedents and consequences are manipulated by a therapist and the behavior of the
participant is measured (Rooker, Iwata, Harper, Fahmie, & Camp, 2011). The purpose of a FA is
to identify the function, or reason, of an individual’s behavior. Once the function is determined,
one can teach to the function, creating better and faster treatment plans. Iwata, Dorsey, Slifer,
Bauman, and Richman, (1982, 1994) investigated the FA procedure and elaborated on how it can
be helpful in identifying the function of aberrant behavior. Since then, it has become standard
practice for practitioners conduct an FA before any treatment is implemented.
Randall et al., (2018) supported the efficacy of a FA when they conducted a study
analyzing the aggressive behavior of a child with autism spectrum disorder. Aggression for the
participant took place in the forms of hair pulling, eye gouging, choking, hitting, slapping,
pushing, kicking, and scratching. They found through the FA that the aggressive behavior was
maintained by a variety of functions including attention, access to tangible items, and escape
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from demands. From there, the researchers were able to create a successful treatment plan using
a levels system to target the aggressive behavior, which is described in the last section.
The standard conditions in an FA are demand, alone, attention, and play (Iwata et al.,
1994).There is also another condition, tangible, which is sometimes included in a FA. A tangible
is defined as any physical item or activity. It usually is not included because it has the possibility
to create false positives. In other words, a tangible function appears on FA results, but is not a
function of the behavior. Rooker et al., (2011) demonstrated tangibles creating false positives in
FA’s in their study via two experiments. In experiment one, they wanted to see if a novel
response was acquired quicker with the addition of a tangible condition. Researchers found that
when a novel response is exposed to common contingencies in an FA, it is more susceptible to
tangible reinforcement (Rooker et al., 2011). This occurred in five of the six participants. In the
second experiment, they conducted FAs on three children where the function of their behavior
was previously determined via the first experiment without a tangible condition. In the new FA,
they added the tangible condition to determine if tangibles would evoke problem behavior.
Experimenters found the emergence of behavior in the tangible condition, therefore making it
susceptible to new responses and possible false positive outcomes. That is why it is important to
only include the tangible condition when there is a suspicion that tangibles may be the function.
If a tangible condition is to be added, the experimenters should only use items typically found in
the child’s environment (Rooker et al., 2011).

The Purpose of this Study
The purpose of this study was to use an individualized levels system intervention to
increase task compliance and an extinction procedure to decrease inappropriate aggressive
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behaviors of a child with autism. Prior to implementing the intervention, a FA was conducted to
assess the antecedent and consequences controlling the participant’s aggression and refusal to
comply. It is hypothesized that the child’s aggressive behaviors are a function of avoidance of his
work behavior, via negative reinforcement. Following the FA, a levels system token economy for
compliant behavior and a planned ignoring (extinction) procedure was implemented. It is
hypothesized that the aggressive behaviors and the latency to comply will decrease, and the
compliance behaviors will increase as will the number of demands completed will increase.
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METHOD

Participant
The participant is a 5-year-old boy named Chris (a pseudonym) who has been diagnosed
with autism, problems relating to social environments and problems with daily living skills. He
exhibits a task compliance behavior deficit and excess problem behaviors in the forms of refusal
to comply with instructions and aggression, which are the primary focus of this study. See
Appendix A for the parent consent form. This study was approved on April 24, 2019 by the
Missouri State University IRB (IRB-FY2019-612; see Appendix B).
Preliminary assessments were conducted with Chris to assess his verbal language. First
the pre-assessment made available through the PEAK Relational Training System was used to
assess verbal and generalization skills including foundational learning skills, perceptual learning
skills, verbal comprehension skills, and verbal reasoning, memory, and math skills via direct and
indirect assessments. The direct assessment was conducted using a flipbook made available
through the PEAK website and using the visuals within to test the skills above. The therapist
recorded responses on a data sheet provided through PEAK. The indirect assessment was
conducted by two therapists independently employing data sheets provided by PEAK. The
indirect assessment consisted of questions regarding skills similar to the direct assessment. Both
indirect assessments were compared along with the indirect and direct assessments.
As a result of PEAK, it was found that Chris had deficits in foundational learning skills.
He scored 48 in the direct training module, with a deviation of -97 from his age norm. He scored
32 in the generalization module, with a deviation of -26 from his age norm. Based upon this
assessment, Chris was found to be functioning within in the 3-4 age range. The direct and
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indirect assessments had a correlation of 0.86 and the average percent correct had a difference of
1% (38% and 37% respectively).
The other assessment conducted was the Early Echoic Skills Assessment (EESA)
developed by Barbara Esch. This assessment is a subtest in the Verbal Behavior Milestones
Assessment and Placement Program (VB-MAPP) under the Milestones Assessment component.
The VB-MAPP is a verbal behavior protocol that is based on B.F. Skinner’s Verbal Behavior
(1957). The assessment utilizes Skinner’s verbal behavior and methodology of applied behavior
analysis to teach language to children with language delays (Sundberg, 2014). The EESA
assesses the child’s ability to repeat a speech model (Sundberg, 2014). Chris’s EESA score was
68 out of a possible 100 total points.

Setting and Materials
There are two settings: a 1.83 m X 1.83 m therapy room where the intervention (the
levels system) will be conducted, and a 2.43 m X 2.43 m therapy room (with a one-way mirror)
located in the outpatient therapy building where Chris receives services. In the therapyintervention room, a table, two chairs, a DVD player, and one toy specified by Chris were
present. It is the latter room that the FA will take place.
In a study by Carnett et al., (2014) they demonstrated that a tailored token economy
system employing a child’s perseverative reinforcement interests can produce higher levels of
desired behavior than a neutral token economy system. Following their advice, a levels systems
token board will be present during the intervention that is tailored to Chris’s perseverative
interest of Thomas the Tank Engine along with the additional stick-on pieces representing the
tokens earned at each specific level. The tokens are fake coins (pennies, nickels, dimes, and
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quarters) which will be placed next to each level (see Appendix C). Money was determined as a
token because Chris’s mother has used it successfully in the past with him; he would earn money
to spend on small Thomas the Tank Engine toys.
There were 5 buckets with different prizes Chris could earn, depending on how much
money he has accumulated throughout the session. The order of prizes was determined by a
preference assessment described below. In the penny bucket, there were a variety of small prizes
provided by his outpatient therapy provider to choose from. In the penny and nickel bucket, there
was a book of Thomas the Tank Engine stickers he could choose from. In the penny, nickel, and
dime bucket, there were small amounts of edibles for him to choose. In the penny, nickel, dime,
and quarter bucket there were small containers of Thomas the Tank Engine bubbles and
temporary tattoos. In the final bucket were the “big prizes”. In this bucket, there were pictures of
the three different play rooms which he could play in and a picture of an iPad. He was then able
to choose how he wants to spend the rest of his allotted time. A small, clear piggy bank was
provided for Chris to put his money in as he earned it.

Behavior Excess and Deficit Definitions and Measurement
There were two primary behavior excesses identified: Refusal to comply with
instructions and aggression, each will be discussed in turn. Refusing to comply with instructions
is defined as standing up from sitting in a chair and leaving the table from where demands have
been placed or refusal to come to the table. Data were collected by pen and paper and measured
by a frequency count (see Appendix D for a sample data sheet).
For aggression, data were collected by pen and paper (Appendix D) and
measured by a frequency count. Chris’s aggression was contingent on his refusal behavior. It was
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determined by an A-B-C observations (FA) that when Chris refuses and leaves the table, he
becomes aggressive. His aggression takes place in the forms of hitting (using an open or closed
fist to strike an object or staff member), kicking (using a foot to strike an object or staff member),
throwing items (taking an object and throwing it at staff or to another part of the room; this
includes swiping objects off the table), self-injurious behavior (SIB; hitting oneself with a closed
fist on the head or face, or banging ones head on the wall or floor), and removing clothes (taking
off any part of clothing off of one’s body, including shoes and socks). Removal of clothes was
included as aggression because Chris would take off articles of clothing and throw them at staff
or around the room.
Compliant behaviors consisted of the number of educational (work) tasks completed
correctly with the therapist during the teaching-therapy sessions. The latency to comply was also
be recorded.

Interobserver Agreement (IOA)
For the FA, IOA was taken by two independent observers who had been trained on data
collection. They were behind a one-way mirror in the room where the FA took place. IOA was
taken for 75% of sessions. IOA was calculated by dividing the small total number observed by
the larger total number observed. The mean IOA was 82% (range 75-100%).
IOA data for the preference assessment (described below) was taken by the therapist
conducting the preference assessment and a trained observer who was watching it. IOA was
calculated by taking the smaller total number observed and dividing it by the larger number
observed. The mean IOA was 100%.
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During intervention, IOA was collected by having a trained observer on the opposite side
of the room from Chris and the therapist delivering the intervention. IOA was collected for 85%
of the sessions. Like the FA, the IOA for the intervention was calculated by dividing the smaller
total observed by the larger total observed. The mean IOA was 98% (range 86-100%).

Procedure
Baseline. Baseline of compliant and aggressive behaviors were observed and recorded
during the typical the 90-minute teaching-therapy session. At the beginning of the session Chris
chose a toy he wanted to play with. He then received 5 minutes to play with the toy in the
therapy room at the table. A timer was set to indicate how much time was remaining. When the
timer went off, the therapist said, “Chris, it’s time to do some work”. Contingent on refusal and
aggression, extinction was put in place, meaning the problem behavior(s) were ignored. The
therapist would block themselves from aggression geared towards them. When Chris came back
to the table and sat down, the therapist said, “Thank you for sitting down in your chair, Chris!” If
Chris refused or aggressed after this was said, extinction was put in place again. If he sat down
and did not try to leave the table or aggress, his tasks were completed with his therapist. He was
then allowed to have another 5 minutes of free time before the next tasks were presented. This
continued for the 90-minute therapy session.
Functional Analysis Observations. Procedures used by Iwata et al. (1982; 1994) were
implemented when conducting the functional analysis. The FA took place in a 2.43 m X 2.43 m
therapy room with a one-way mirror. Two trained observers were behind the mirror in the next
room taking data and timing the length of the sessions. This room was not the normal therapy
room for Chris. Both refusal to comply and the aggressive behaviors were recorded (see
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Appendix E for an example of the data sheet employed in the observations). There were 4
assessment condition observations modeled after Iwata, et al. (1994). Each assessment condition
were 4 minutes in duration and were conducted in this order: Play, demand, attention, tangible.
The goal was to identify the sources that were controlling the problem behaviors. The demand
condition followed play because that is how normal therapy sessions were set up: Chris had a
few minutes to play and then the demand of work was placed on him. Once the demand was
placed, problem behavior occurred. Since the demand condition followed play, this should evoke
the problem behaviors.
In the play condition, Chris had unrestricted access to therapist attention and tangibles
and was void of demands. Reinforcement in the form of verbal praise was given every 30s by the
therapist. The therapist had a timer set to let her know when verbal praise needed to be delivered.
All problem behavior was ignored. The play condition served as the control, and no problem
behavior should be emitted during this condition.
In the demand condition, tasks were selected from Chris’s VB-MAPP assessment. The
tasks were chosen by his therapist and shown to have a low probability of completion on his
own. Contingent on problem behavior (refusal or aggression), the task was removed for 10 s.
After 10 s, the task as represented. This continued through the session. If Chris complied, the
same task was repeated until problem behavior was emitted. After problem behavior was
emitted, the task was removed for 10 s and represented after that. This condition was to see if the
placement of demands was causing his aggression.
In the attention condition, no toys were in the room. The therapist told Chris she needed
to do some work. Contingent on aggression or refusal, attention was delivered in the form of
reprimands such as “Don’t hit, that’s not nice”. The therapist then turned back and continue
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working. Any appropriate attempts to gain the therapist’s attention were ignored. This was to see
if Chris was aggressing because of social-negative attention.
Lastly, in the tangible condition, Chris and the therapist were playing with toys chosen by
Chris. Every 30s, the therapist took the toys from Chris and said, “It’s my turn!” Contingent
upon aggression and/or refusal, the toy was given back to Chris. The tangible condition was
included in this functional analysis because there is a suspicion that tangibles serve as a function
of Chris’s aggression (Rooker et al., 2011). This condition was to see if Chris is aggressing
because he wanted physical items or activities.
Preference Assessment. A multiple stimulus without replacement (MSWO) preference
assessment was completed with Chris to determine the order in which the prizes would be
available. An MSWO preference assessment is conducted by presenting stimuli and having the
child choose one. Once the child chooses one, they are given a short period to interact with it
before the therapist takes the item out of the array, puts the remaining items in a different order,
and instructs the child to choose another stimulus. This continues until all stimuli have been
chosen.
Pictures of the different prize buckets were used as the stimuli. Chris and the therapist sat
across from each other during the assessment. The therapist presented the pictures in a row in
front of Chris and said, “Choose one”. Once Chris chose a picture, the therapist took the photo
away, rearranged the remaining pictures in a different order and instructed Chris to choose one.
This continued until all pictures had been chosen. Data were recorded on an MSWO preference
assessment sheet (see Appendix F). Five sessions total were completed.
Scoring the preference assessment was done by adding up the trial numbers at which each
item was selected during each session. For example, if Chris chose Thomas stickers for trials 1,
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3, and 4 across 3 sessions, the trial numbers were added (1 + 3 + 4) for a total of 8. Higher
preference items had the lowest totals, and lower preference items had higher totals. Prizes were
ranked from lowest totals to highest as highest preferred to lowest preferred respectively.
Compliance Intervention. Each 90-minute session was broken up into 15-minute
sessions. The reason experimenters had sessions broken into 15-minute increments was because
of a time issue. Chris’s main therapist did not want him to, for example, complete his work in 30
minutes and have an hour of free time. This was not the point of his therapy and he needed to
learn the idea of structured activity times for when he started school full time.
A changing criterion design was implemented for the task compliance intervention via a
Differential Reinforcement of High Rates schedule. A changing criterion design is used by
“showing that behavior changes gradually over the course of the intervention phase. The
behavior improves in increments or steps to match a criterion for performance that is specified as
part of the intervention” (Kazdin, 2011, p.167). Since the treatment design was a changing
criterion design, as Chris completed a predetermined number of tasks within a session, the
number of tasks needed to be completed to move to the next level increased. For example, if the
first criteria were 6 tasks, Chris needed to complete 6 tasks within a 15-minute period. Once
therapists had 3 consecutive sessions of Chris meeting the criteria, staff increased the number of
tasks (criterion) on a variable ratio (VR) schedule of 4-5. Chris was not informed of the criterion
change. Once Chris completed approximately 20 tasks per session successfully, it was
determined by a VR 2-3 schedule (this was not counting moving the criterion down to show
control). The number of tasks in the beginning were lower in order for Chris to be successful but
a higher number of criterion when moved up. The number of tasks were higher with a lower
number of criterion when moved up as the sessions got higher in number. This was because
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experimenters wanted to look at what his peak number to tasks completed were. If the number of
tasks moved too high too quickly, the criteria would not be met.
The token board (see Appendix B) was a picture of a railroad track that twisted around a
20.32 cm by 27.94 cm piece of laminated paper. At the beginning was the word “Start” with
space underneath for a laminated Thomas the Tank Engine game piece. Around each turn of the
track marked the achievement of a new “level”. Underneath the markings of each level, a picture
of the reinforcer earned was velcroed to the paper. The reinforcers increased in magnitude as
Chris moved from one level to the next. A penny for level 1 a nickel for 2, a dime for 3, a quarter
for 4, and time on an iPad, or time in one of the big play rooms with the other kids for level 5. Inbetween each level was a “railroad crossing” sign Thomas needed to stop at. No reinforcers other
than verbal praise was given at these. There were 5 levels and 5 railroad crossings, equaling 10
stops in all.
In order for Chris to move from one stop to the next, he needed to complete the tasks
given to him. Only then was he allowed to move Thomas. Although Chris was not informed of
the criteria that needed to be met or receive consequences for not meeting the criteria, there were
other motivations for him to complete his work in a timely manner. The shorter amount of time it
took for him to comply, the quicker he moved different levels. The quicker he moved to different
levels, the more tokens he earned and traded in, along with receiving longer periods of free time.
Each 15-minute session was broken up into 3 parts: 5 minutes of work, 5 minutes of play,
and 5 minutes of work. The demands were split evenly between the two work periods. For
example, if the criteria were 6, the tasks were broken up into 3 and 3. Chris completed his tasks,
was allowed to play for 5 minutes, then completed the rest of his tasks. If he finished the second
round of tasks early, he received the rest of the 15-minute session to play. If Chris wanted to skip
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the play time between the two work periods, he was allowed to. He was then able to play for the
rest of the time he had left in that session.
Before the start of the first 15-minute session, Chris chose one toy set he wanted to play
with for the full 90 minutes. Once the toy was chosen, the therapist and Chris went into his room.
The DVD player was already in the room and he could request it at any time if that was how he
wanted to spend his reinforcement time. He was shown his token board and reminded he must
complete his work in order to move to the next train stop. He was then given 5 minutes to play
with the toy he chose at the table or on the floor and a timer was set. When the timer went off,
the therapist said, “Chris, it’s time to work”. This was when the first 15-minute session began. If
Chris stayed in his seat, the therapist gave verbal praise, and presented the demands. If Chris did
not stay in his seat or refused to come to the table, all behavior was ignored until he sat back
down in his seat and was ready to work. After completing the tasks, the therapist said, “Good
job, Chris! We get to move Thomas!” Chris was allowed to move Thomas to the next stop and
received the reinforcer if there was one at that stop. He then was given the choice to play for 5
minutes or do more work. If he decided to skip the play time or cut it short because he wanted to
do more work, the next set of demands were placed. After completion, the therapist said, “Good
job, Chris, we get to move Thomas!” and allowed Chris to move his Thomas game piece to the
next stop. Any extra time after the second work session was given as play time and a timer was
set with the number of minutes he had left in the session. When the timer went off, the next 15minute session began.
If Chris refused or aggressed for an extended period of time during the 15-minute
sessions, all behavior was ignored until he sat in his seat and was ready to work. Staff adjusted
the rest of the session in order for Chris to have the opportunity to meet the criteria. For example,
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if Chris refused and aggressed for the first 10 minutes of the session and then agreed to work, the
last 5 minutes were spent completing the work he missed from the first work period and
completing the work for the second work period. Any extra time was given as play time. If there
was no extra time at the end of the second work period, the next session began, and he continued
working.
Since half of the train stops did not have tokens, verbal praise was extremely important,
particularly behavior-specific verbal praise. When more tasks were completed, there needed to
be more verbal praise. For Chris, the more tasks completed, the more verbal praise, face
animation, and physical touch he received (mimicking a conjugate schedule of reinforcement as
introduced by Lindsley, 1956). The first and second stops received a “Good job completing your
work!” with a smile. The third and fourth stops received a “Great job sitting at the table and
working, Chris!” with a thumbs up and more animated smile. The fifth and sixth stops received
an “Awesome job staying in your seat and completing your work, Chris! Keep it up!” with a high
five and animated smile. The seventh and eighth stops received an “Amazing job Chris! I love
how you’re focusing on your work!” with a pat on the back and animated smile. The ninth stop
received an “Almost there! You’re working so well!” with a pat on the back and animated smile.
Lastly, the tenth stop received a “You did it Chris! You made it to level 5 and completed all your
work!” with a celebration dance and animated smile.
In order to be done with work completely, Chris needed to reach level 5. Within the
allotted total (90 minute) session time, Chris could reach the last level. If he reached level 5
before the 90-minute session time is over, he had two choices: pick a prize from one prize bucket
and go to another room to play or pick a prize from every prize bucket and stay in the current
room. In either case, no demands were placed, and he had free time for the remainder of the 90-
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minute session. If Chris did not reach level 5 by the end of the 90-minute therapy session, he had
the opportunity to trade in the coins he earned and chose from one of the respective prize buckets
before he left. This way, he was not leaving empty handed and still earned something. All
aggressive behaviors, frequency of tasks completed, and latency to comply were recorded on the
session data sheets (see Appendix E).
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RESULTS

Functional Analysis
The results of the FA for Chris are displayed in Figures 1-3. Hitting, kicking, removal of
clothes, throwing items, SIB, and refusal to comply with instructions were highest in the demand
condition. The same frequency of refusal to comply with instructions occurred in both the
demand and attention conditions. The same frequency of throwing items was also observed in
the demand and tangible conditions. Although some aggression occurred with the same
frequency in more than one condition, all forms of aggression were highest in the demand
condition.

Figure 1. FA results for hitting and kicking
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Levels System Intervention
Baseline. During baseline, each data point represents one 90-minute therapy session. In
Figure 4, the average number of tasks completed in a 15-minute period were recorded during

Figure 2. FA results for refusal (top panel) and SIB (bottom panel).
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baseline. Chris averaged a total of 5.2 tasks completed during baseline. The average latency to
comply (Figure 5) in seconds within a 90-minute therapy session was recorded for baseline. The
latency to comply was 753.2 seconds. Refusal to comply with instruction (Figure 6), SIB (Figure
7), throwing items (Figure 8), removing clothes (Figure 9), hitting (Figure 10) and kicking

Figure 3. FA results for throwing items (top panel) and removal of clothes (bottom panel).
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(Figure 1l) were all measured using a frequency count. Each data point represents the total
number of instances of problem behavior within the 90-minute therapy session. Averages of
23.8, 7, 1.6, 11.8, and 6.6 were obtained for SIB, throwing objects, removing clothes, hitting and
kicking respectively.
Intervention. During the first 10 sessions of intervention, all tasks were completed (Figure
4) within the 15-minute period. From sessions 16-38, there was variability in the number of tasks
completed within each 15-minute period. The first 10 sessions also showed lower latency to
comply (Figure 5). From sessions 16-40, there was again variability in the latency to comply, but
was reduced to immediate compliance from sessions 41-68.
Extinction Intervention. As can be seen in Figure 6, the number of refusals remained
lower than baseline the entirety of the intervention. The most to occur in one session was 5, that
took place during session 16. As displayed in Figure 7, SIB occurred at low levels until session
30 where it spiked to 19 instances in one 15-minute period. This was also the only point where
SIB reached baseline levels. After session 30, SIB decreased and by sessions 40-68 ceased to
occur. The frequency of items thrown (Figure 8) reached baseline levels three times: sessions 16,
22, and 25. After the highest data point of 8 items thrown, it decreased to lower levels and were
reduced to 0 for sessions 42-68. Clothes were removed during sessions (see Figure 9) until
session 28 when it remained at 0 until session 61, where 4 clothing items were removed. In
session 61, no aggression was carried out when the clothing items were removed. Despite the
variability of baseline in Figure 10, aggression in the form of hitting occurred steadily until
session 41 where only one instance of hitting occurred through the rest of the study. Lastly,
kicking (Figure 11) occurred at low levels throughout the intervention except for sessions 25 and
26 where it occurred 8 and 11 times respectively. From sessions 47-68, kicking did not occur.
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DISCUSSION

In the current study, the effectiveness of a levels system token economy was employed to
address aggression and refusal to comply with instructions in an individual with autism. Overall
the intervention was a success, in that an increase in task compliance and a decrease in
aggression and refusal was observed.
As a result of the extinction and levels system token economy, aggression was reduced to
a frequency near 0 and the latency to respond became immediate. Similar to Hagopian et al.,
(2002), Chris showed dramatic decreases in problem behavior at the start of the intervention.
Some forms of problem behavior occurred at 0 rates and increased at a later point in the
intervention; this could point to some form of spontaneous recovery. As can be seen in Figures 1
thru 4, there is a correlation between the number of tasks completed, latency to comply, and the
frequency of aggressive behavior. The more tasks completed, the faster the response latency to
comply, the fewer aggressive behaviors.
It is important to note that for sessions 6-15, problem behavior was emitted when the
therapists did not allow Chris to finish more tasks than the allotted criteria. For example, Chris
would complete half of his work, skip the break in between, complete the other half of his work,
move Thomas, and would want to complete more work instead of playing for the rest of the
session. As the intervention continued, the problem behavior decreased. It is assumed that Chris
developed self-control and was better able to handle a delay of reinforcement. As can be seen in
Figure 2, by session 39 thru 68 Chris was completing successfully 16 to 24 tasks with within a
15-minute period. This intervention resulted in a smoother routine during the overall session.
Another positive outcome was that the relationship between therapists and Chris improved
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dramatically. There were increases in positive play between Chris and therapists, positive
interactions, and increased frequency of non-contingent verbal praise from the therapists. The
observed Therapist-Chris interaction behavior were not tested directly as a function of the
intervention, but secondary observations.
Three observable spikes in problem behavior (see Figure 2, sessions 16, 26, and 33)
where aggression increased, latency to comply was very slow and the number of tasks completed
was low. Upon post hoc review of the lab-clinic notes, two of the spikes happened on a Monday
and the other on a Wednesday. The spikes in problem behavior and compliance also occurred at
different points during each of those 90-minute sessions. A direct cause of these incidences could
not be identified, leaving researchers to conclude extraneous setting (clinic or home) events
produced these spikes in aberrant behavior which precluded successful task completion.
Rooker et al., (2011) stated that a tangible function should not be included in a FA unless
a tangible is a suspected function of the behavior, for a tangible function has been shown to
result in false positives within the FA. Although the function of the behavior could not be
deduced in this study, the intervention was based upon a tangible function. The results were
positive, even though the hypothesized function was escape. This could mean a tangible function
was created from the intervention and reduced successfully the problem behavior and increased
task compliance.
There was one error in the implementation of the levels system token economy. In
sessions 23 and 24, Chris completed 24 tasks. In sessions 25-27, Chris did not complete any
tasks due to aggression and refusal. In session 28, the criterion was kept at 24. This did not meet
the three consecutive sessions needed to be met in order to move criteria. Therapists should have
moved the criterion to a lower level, giving Chris a higher probability of being successful.
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This intervention is not without its limitations. First, therapists only saw Chris twice a
week for 90 minutes, totaling 3 hours per week. This could have been part of the reason why it
took Chris a longer time to have sustained positive outcomes from the intervention.
Second, experimenters could not control what behavior was being reinforced
inadvertently by the family at home. Experimenters only had control over what was reinforced
during the therapy sessions. Hence, Chris needed to learn to differentiate between environmental
contexts (home versus clinic). This could be a reason why it took Chris a longer time to have
positive outcomes from the current intervention. Performing certain behaviors may have resulted
in positive outcomes for him at home, but similar results were not being obtained when he was
with the therapists.
Third, the FA results were inconclusive, thereby not providing the function of the
aggressive behavior. More sessions were needed for each condition to determine fully a
functional (antecedent-consequence) pattern of the behaviors. As mentioned earlier, this was due
to time constraints based on the amount of time Chris spent in therapy and the FA was completed
by clinical staff prior to implementing the intervention.
Fourth, this experiment did not follow completely the guidelines from Scheuermann et
al., (1994) by creating the level system directly for the function of Chris’s escape behavior
(which was not determined by the FA). Although the intervention showed positive results, the
observed behavior change could have been obtained potentially faster and been more
generalizable if the escape function was more readily identified. As Scheuermann et al., (1994)
has pointed out, the function of the behavior needs to be addressed within the levels system used
for an individual. In the current intervention study, the function was not addressed, yet positive
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outcomes were obtained. This is something future applied clinical research should consider prior
to implementing an intervention.
Last, there were extraneous factors that could not controlled and could have produced the
variability in Chris’ behavior. One day each week when experimenters saw Chris, he came
straight from an occupational therapy appointment, while on the other day he did not. He also
started going school for 1 hour a day around the time the intervention started. Another factor was
that different people would bring him each time. Either his grandmother or grandfather would
bring him, and on rare occasion, his mother. These are environmental events that are inherent in
applied research that should be noted.
Despite these limitations, results of the intervention are promising. More research needs
to be conducted on levels systems with individuals on the autism spectrum where the levels
system is individualized. It is the contention of the author that future applied and basic research
should investigate the use of an individualized levels system token economy across settings and
individuals (neurotypical and aberrant).
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APPENDICES

Appendix A. Parent Permission Form
PARENT CONSENT FOR PARTICIPANT

Dear Parent,

Missouri State University supports the practice of protection for human participants
taking part in our research. A graduate student at Missouri State University is researching an
intervention to decrease elopement and aggressive behaviors and increase compliance in an
individual diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder. The following information is provided for
you to decide whether you wish your child to participate in this study. You may refuse to sign
this form and not have your child participate in this study. You should be aware that even if you
agree to participate, you are free to withdraw your child from the study at any time. If you do
withdraw from this study, it will not affect any relationships you may have with Missouri State
University and any other services it may provide to your child.

What is the purpose of this study?
The purpose of this study is to decrease aggressive behaviors and elopement and increase
compliance in an individual diagnosed with autism. Your child has been nominated due to fitting
the demographic chosen for the present study. We are requesting permission to decrease these
behaviors and increase compliance in your child.
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What are the behavioral assessments?
Assessment for behavior includes a functional analysis and behavioral observations done
by a graduate student at Missouri State University.

What are the appropriate behavioral interventions?
The appropriate behavioral intervention is chosen based on best practices, and include the
following:
Token Economy: Based on the number of tasks completed by the participant, he will be
able to earn tokens (fake money) to spend on different prizes. The faster work is completed, the
more free time the participant will earn.

What are the benefits of your child participating in this study?
The participant may benefit from the intervention. We expect to see decreases in different
aggressive behaviors and an increase in compliance throughout the study. Your child’s
participation is voluntary, and you are free to withdraw at any time without penalty. If you agree,
the graduate student researcher will implement research-based strategies to help decrease
aggressive behaviors and increase compliance in your child.

What are the confidentiality procedures?
Missouri State University supports the practice of protection for human participants
taking part in our research programs. Your permission allows a copy of all information obtained
from assessment and interventions to be provided to the Missouri State University staff involved
in this study. This information will be kept confidential in closed files at Missouri State
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University. Information from assessments or observations shared in verbal or written reports will
be shared only with project staff and will be available for parents to review.

If you agree to allow your child to participate, please sign the attached form and return it
to either Savanna Chojnacki, the supervising BCBA, or Dr. D. Wayne Mitchell. Should you
desire any additional information or have questions, please call Ms. Chojnacki at (816)-582-0400
or email at chojnacki3@live.missouristate.edu

Sincerely,
Savanna Chojnacki

Dr. D. Wayne Mitchell
Missouri State University Professor
(417) 836-6941
Waynemitchell@missouristate.edu
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PARTICIPANT CERTIFICATION

If you agree to have your child participate in this study please sign where indicated, then
return this page to either Savanna Chojnacki, the supervising BCBA, or Dr. D. Wayne Mitchell.
Keep the consent information for your records.
I have read this Consent and Authorization form. I have had the opportunity to ask, and I
have received answers to, any questions I had regarding the study, use, and disclosure of any
information about my child for the study.
I agree to allow my child to take part in this study. By my signature I affirm that I am the
parent/guardian of the child and that I have received a copy of this Consent and Authorization
form. I understand this means he/she may be observed and that information will be used to help
guide the intervention process. Assistance with the development of the token economy will be
developed by the graduate student researcher with consultation from Missouri State University. I
understand that my permission allows for sharing of collected data with project staff.

________________________________________________
Child’s first and last name
________________________________________________
Print parent’s name
_______________________________________________
Parent’s signature
________________________________________________
Date
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With my signature I affirm that I have been given a copy of this consent form.
I understand that if I have any additional questions about my rights as a research participant, I
may call (816) 582-0400.
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Appendix D. Session Data Sheet
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Appendix E. FA Data Sheet
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